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A NEW HOUSE FOR SPECIAL NEEDS
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here are plenty of ways to tailor an exist-
ing house to the needs of a person with
disabilities. Careful design and construc-
tion can make a retrofitted home com-
fortable, safe and utilitarian, regardless of
the complications that disabilities bring.

At times the opportunity arises to
design and build a house from the ground up with a
person’s special needs in mind. It’s happening now
for a Bethlehem area man, where a home will take
shape soon that responds not just to his needs but
also to his wishes.

MICHAEL’S STORY
Michael is in his 30s now. Since boyhood, he has

had to deal with multiple disabilities that have left
him wheelchair bound.

A two-story colonial-style home has been modi-
fied in many ways over the years for him. Built along
conventional lines, though, it never was perfect for a
person living with disabilities. Certain passages and
corners are tight. The height of standard convenienc-
es like light switches and faucet handles is not ideal.
The lift that moved Michael’s wheelchair to and from
the second floor is difficult for him to use.

As he’s grown older, the house has become less
suited to his changing needs. His mother also lives
there, and her personal mobility has also become

more limited over the years. His family began to con-
sider the need for a new home that would work bet-
ter for him and for those who care for him.

Walter Gray of New York is Michael’s cousin and
one of his legal guardians. Gray said the difficulty of
moving from floor to floor was only one of many rea-
sons his family decided that a new house was needed.

“It was becoming too hard to do a lot of things,”
Gray said. “It really was becoming a safety issue —
his chairs were getting bigger but it was the same lift
as before. Here’s the thing — handicapped-accessible
isn’t the same as handicapped-livable.”

Getting together at the holidays was another
issue that was important to the family. That extended
group loves to gather at Michael’s home and remain
for a few days. With the possibility of a new house in
the works, the plan was to include comfortable visit-
ing accommodations for all.

ACCESSIBILITY BY DESIGN
Last December, Michael’s family contacted

builder Nic Zawarski and Sons of Bethlehem seek-
ing a new home planned for accessibility, safety and
convenience throughout. It was clear that the most
important element was planning for single-floor living
wherever possible.

Planning the house for single-floor living would
be transformative in itself. But designing the whole

house for access and safety meant that improvements
could be included throughout the home.

In a visit to Michael’s existing house, Nathan
Johnson, manager of Zawarski’s architecture, engi-
neering and construction division, found many such
opportunities. A major one: the house was equipped
with an in-ground pool that Michael used for therapy.
A pool at the new place could be next to a smooth,
level patio easily traversed in a wheelchair.

“The pool’s so important for him,” Gray said. “In
the water, he can walk or swim on his own. There
will be grab bars in the concrete at the new pool so
he can help himself in.”

The current house is at the end of a cul-de-sac,
and the driveway is too steep for easy negotiation in
the winter. Gray said being able to find another lot to
build on was important to Michael, who didn’t want
to leave the area.

“We’ll be getting rid of the steep driveway we
have now, and that will make a big difference when
the weather’s bad,” he said.

“Everything’s got to come together properly,” said
John Zawarski. “Sidewalk grades had to be kept to a
minimum— the older place had some steeper graded
routes. The garage design was expanded to accom-
modate a special van and make it easy to get into and
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By Jack Romig, Special to The Morning Call
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John Zawarski,
right, and Nathan
Johnson review
the blueprints for
the home they
are building for
a local disabled
man. Below is
the architectural
rendering of the
home.
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